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Restoring Adult Stereopsis: A Vision Researcher’s
Personal Experience

Bruce Bridgeman*

ABSTRACT
In February 2012, the author acquired improved stereoscopic vision after viewing Martin Scorsese’s film Hugo in 3D. The
author had been deficient in stereo vision all of his life because in the first two decades, one eye deviated outward from the
gaze position of the other. At that time, he was an alternator (alternating exotrope) showing strabismus (920 prism diopters)
without amblyopia. After viewing the 2-hour film, the Wirt stereo threshold decreased from 200 to 80 arcsec, and ste-
reoscopic vision became a vivid experience. Exophoria decreased to 7 prism diopters. Numerous personal and research
experiences throughout the author’s career helped to interpret the phenomenon, which suggests a powerful newmethod for
treating stereo-deficient patients.
(Optom Vis Sci 2014;91:00Y00)
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Can a few hours of vivid three-dimensional (3D) experience
overcome a lifetime of deficient stereoscopic vision? The
research consensus for decades has been that there is a

critical period for acquiring stereoscopic vision,1 after which no
further change is possible. Having been an exotropic alternator
since childhood, I was until recently severely stereo deficient. In
mid-February 2012, I saw the movie Hugo in 3D. Going into the
theater, my wife and I paid a surcharge for polarizing 3D glasses,
which I thought were a waste of money for me, but I took the
glasses to avoid seeing annoying fringes in the film. It was the first
3D film where I had gone even that far. To my great surprise, I
immediately experienced the film in vivid depth. I was enthralled.
But perhaps the filmmakers had exaggerated the stereo dispari-
ties to enhance the value of the 3D technology. I could find only
qualitative estimates of the disparities used in the movie; perhaps
the filmmakers thought only in relative terms. Hugo’s visual-effects
supervisor Ben Grossmann said ‘‘We checked and checked: We
were four to six times bigger than any other 3D movie. But ev-
erything looked amazing.’’

I had to concentrate to appreciate the stereo effects, and I was
bothered by purposely blurred objects in the foregroundVthey

captured my attention even though the filmmakers clearly wanted
me to attend elsewhere. And unlike real life, the film’s disparities
were unrelated to changes in convergence or accommodation,
because the screen was more than 10 m from my seat.

When the movie ended, we turned in our polarized glasses
and walked out into the street. I was astonished to see a lamppost
jump out from the background. Trees, cars, even people appeared
in relief more vivid than I had ever experienced. Clearly, the
disparities weren’t amped up on the street. Did 2 hours of en-
hanced disparity wake up long-neglected binocular neurons in my
visual cortex?

There was also an effect on memory; I recall vividly what the
street looked like that night, though I don’t particularly recall the
appearance of streets after exiting other movies before or since.

In the next few days, I began experiencing the world in a new
light. Riding to work on my bike, I looked into a forest beside the
road and saw a riot of depth, every tree standing out from all the
others, a 3D feast. I also enjoyed using binoculars that magnify
disparities, now with three modes of vision, left eye, right eye, and
binocular; before seeing the film, I habitually looked through only
one eye or the other, not needing to close the other eye to suppress
its image. Now the default mode, when not paying attention,
became binocular.

At first, the best stereo effects were limited to stationary or
slowly moving objects, but a month later, I could appreciate
stereo even as it enhances depth from motion. Before my binocular
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awakening, I had to move to see depth, using the cue of motion
parallax: Moving my head, near objects would sweep by faster
than far ones, and that indicated the relative distances of objects.
Entering European cathedrals, I always had to keep moving, some-
times to the annoyance of my companions, to appreciate the awe-
inspiring dimensionality of the space from motion parallax alone;
I suspect that I could now experience them even better from stereo
disparity. In 2011, Dr Suzanne McKee gave a masterful talk on
stereoscopic vision at the University of California, Santa Cruz; I
objected that parallax could provide the same information, but she
informed me that stereo is better. That took me aback, as I had
thought and taught for years that parallax and stereo should be
equivalent, one successive and the other simultaneous. That is the
case for the geometry, but not for physiology.

In the ensuing weeks, I enjoyed new stereo experiences every
day. Trees in the view from our living room had been just a panel
of green, but now were separate objects jumping out at me with
their own structure. This experience required a reduced stereo
threshold, distinct from the suprathreshold experience of relief in
lampposts, cars, and so on. On March 7, a windy day, I saw wind-
whipped waves of grass in our backyard. It gave a whole new
meaning to ‘‘amber waves of grain.’’ In dull spots during meetings
or talks, I can sit back and enjoy the stereopsis. I had always as-
sumed that stereo vision was ineffective if the distance of objects
was large compared with the separation between the eyes, but my
new experiences told me that I had been wrong.

On March 30, 2012, I went to see Hugo again for a refresher
and to see whether the stereo was as vivid the second time around.
It was, but I was also able to enjoy the movie rather than simply
being enthralled by the images. I drove home. My family has
always been uneasy with my driving, though I haven’t had any
accidents, and now we know a possible reason why. The future
will tell whether things improve.

As an alternating strabismic, I have always had the ability to
look through either my left or my right eye at willVit’s like the
saccadic eye movement that everyone uses to look from one place
to another, except that it’s my end of the line of sight that jumps
rather than the far end. It wasn’t until adulthood that I found out
that other people can’t do that. An informal experiment at the UC
Berkeley Optometry School revealed a small binocular saccade,
compensating for a small exotropia, when switching from one
eye to the other while fixating a single object. I had the habit of
doing near tasks with one eye and far tasks with the other,
switching voluntarily for each mode. Looking into a mirror while
I switched from left-eye to right-eye viewing, I could watch the
left eye drift out, but I never experienced an apparent motion
from that drift. My suppression was complete, a common con-
dition in exotropic strabismus.2 I also had the habit of shielding
one eye to avoid glare in the other, another symptom of anom-
alous binocular summation.3

I have had exotropia and alternating suppression since child-
hood, and I remember only one stereo experience from that time.
The back of a cereal box had little cutouts that could be bent
forward to stand up when the background cardboard was lying on
the kitchen table. Stooping down to put the figures at eye level, I
saw them pop out. The disparities must have been enormous, and
of course the 3D effect was hyped on the cereal box. I must have
been seven or eight at the time. At the age of eight, I was examined

at the Wills Eye Hospital in Philadelphia, where an ophthal-
mologist recommended against surgery. No treatment was started,
but we may not have been able to afford it.

Exotropia had always been a social disadvantage. I still recall
with some regret/anger/surprise an experience in junior high
school, walking down a stairway with a group of students. My
social studies teacher called me to the top of the stairs and started
berating me about giving him a disrespectful look. I was dum-
founded. I had no idea what he was talking about and denied
everything, which of course only made things worse. He had been
one of the teachers I most respected; he maintained that the civil
war was fought over the protective tariff, and though I disagreed
with him, I admired his intellectual courage and never contradicted
him. Now I realize that my deviating eye happened to be pointing
right at Mr Gallagher without my seeing him; vision in that eye
was suppressed while I used the other eye. People have a very acute
sense of the gaze postures of other people, and I was fortunate
that my unseeing eye, whether left or right, seldom aligned itself
by accident with someone else’s line of sight. Or perhaps most
people were too polite to make an issue of it. I had no idea what
was going on in that unseeing eye.

Being fairly socially unaware in the first place, it must have been
unnerving to my childhood friends and teachers that they could
never be quite sure where I was looking, which eye was ‘‘mine.’’
There were always two possibilities. Between that, acne, and being
somewhat shy, it was amazing that I had any friends at all.

As an undergraduate at Cornell, I became myopic. I coped by
sitting toward the front of each class. Young people who do a lot of
close work, such as college students reading, often develop late-
onset myopia. It’s not really a pathology, but rather an adapta-
tion to the situation in which the visual system finds itself. I didn’t
realize then that most people saw things more sharply than me.

In hindsight, it seems that a large chunk of my scientific work
from that time on has prepared me for my accidental stereo dis-
covery, that 2 hours of exaggerated stereo disparity could trigger
a latent stereoscopic ability in someone who lacked good stereo
vision and usually looked through only one eye or the other.

I remained misaligned until I moved to California in 1967, a
whole new world of climate, social relationships, and attitudes
toward life. I began driving on freeways, as every Californian must,
and was irritated that I couldn’t read the exit signs until I had
passed the exit. That drove me to the Palo Alto Medical Clinic in
the spring of 1968, having obtained health insurance as a Stanford
graduate student. The optometrist discovered a large horizontal
deviation between my two eyes and a small vertical one. More
prosaically, I was also diagnosed as having run-of-the-mill late-
onset myopia. I got my first corrective lenses, so that both eyes
could focus to the same distance at the same time, and did a
program of vision exercises such as ‘‘pencil pushups’’ to pull my
straying eyes together. The patient holds a pencil at a comfortable
distance, stares at it with both eyes, and slowly moves it closer,
attempting to get as close as possible before convergence breaks
and the eyes diverge. My exotropia became intermittent, but
the effect seemed mostly cosmetic, with suppression of one eye
continuing.4 (The dissociation of binocular fusion from stereopsis
was formally confirmed a few years later.5) I was still nearly stereo
blind. I was able to fuse binocularly if I concentrated and if targets
weren’t too close, but I got no benefit from it so I didn’t do it
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much. I became more socially confident, though; I met and
married a wonderful woman.

One other optical experience remains from that time. When I
put on my first spectacles, I felt disoriented, as do many patients in
that situation. I didn’t trust myself to ride my bike with the new
glasses, so I put them in my pocket and rode to a class taught by
Prof Douglas Lawrence, a famous psychologist from the behav-
iorist era in psychology. I sat down, put on my glasses to see the
board better, and for some reason looked toward the ceiling while
moving my head from side to side. The ceiling moved with me. I
spent the rest of the lecture moving my head from side to side,
staring at the ceiling. At the end of the hour, I took my glasses off
to prepare for bike riding and moved my head. The ceiling moved
the other way. It was a classic case of motion adaptation, which I
already knew about from studying perception. The next week,
I went to the same class again, and couldn’t resist looking at the
ceiling. There was no apparent motion. I took off my glasses,
knowing that that would change the magnification of my retinal
images, and moved my head again. Still no motion! My visual
system had adapted to two different magnifications of the visual
world at the same time. I realized then that adaptation wasn’t just
setting some volume knob inside the head, but something more
active and complex.

I don’t remember much else about the class. It was mostly about
learning in rats.

At about this time, David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel were
doing their pioneering work at Harvard on binocular coordination
in kittens, establishing a ‘‘critical period’’ for the development of
binocular neurons in the kitten cortex. A normal kitten cortex has
mostly binocular neurons and a few monocular ones. If one eye is
covered through a critical period of about 12 weeks, the cat will
have mostly neurons activated only by the viewing eye. A kitten
with surgically induced exotropia, giving it a gaze misalignment
akin to mine, will have a cortex populated mostly with monocular
neurons.6 But as I write this, I am looking back at my lecture
notes from the neuroscience class that I teach at the University of
California, Santa Cruz. Those misaligned cats, in addition to their
mostly monocular neurons, had small but significant numbers of
binocular neurons, driven to some extent by both eyes. Perhaps
my stereo experience with Hugo had awakened the equivalent of
those neurons in my own cortex. I can almost see them in my
mind’s eye, busily growing more connections.

When Wiesel visited Stanford and gave a lecture, I asked him
afterward what the implications of his findings were for percep-
tion. He objected that he was just a physiologist, and he would
leave that to the psychologists. Wise man.

I continued my graduate work recording from single cells in the
visual cortex of cats and monkeys, exploring receptive fields in area
17. Some I discovered were sensitive to one direction of motion in
a small part of the visual world and to the opposite direction in the
surrounding part. These neurons could pick up motion of one
surface or object relative to another, an important cue for depth by
motion parallax. I published the result in Science.7

Another graduate student, Helmut Hirsch, was studying kittens
wearing little masks that exposed one eye to vertical stripes and the
other to horizontal stripes. His thesis would evaluate how the
kittens responded to horizontal and vertical edges in the real world
after growing up with that exposure. Then, at a party, he described

his project to Nico Spinelli, who was teaching me neurophysi-
ology. Nico, Robert Phelps, and I had been recording from single
cells in cat cortex in the laboratory of Karl Pribram, using the
first computer-controlled mapping of receptive fields. So Helmut
brought one of his kittens to our laboratory to record from
its cortex. Afterward, he would do the behavioral work he had
planned. Using Nico’s automated method of scanning on a screen
with a spot moving either vertically or horizontally, we recorded
receptive fields. A normal cat of this age would have small, line-
shaped binocular receptive fields of every possible orientation.
The first cells we recorded had large, poorly defined receptive
fields of the sort to expect in a visually deprived cat.

We broke briefly for lunch, then dinner, and kept recording.
Around 10 PM, we found a neuron with a huge, vertically oriented
receptive field. Perhaps it was an artifact, the bursting discharges
of an injured cell as the spot swept vertically across our screen. So
we changed to a horizontal scan. The field remained, five times
bigger than any oriented receptive field ever recorded from a cat.
Our jaws dropped as we looked at each other, a moment of
discoveryVthis wasn’t a normal cortex, but something completely
different. It was the magical moment in science when you know
something about nature that no one else in the world knows. We
covered one eye, then the other; the receptive field disappeared
and reappeared. Later that night, we recorded several other similar
receptive fields, all vertical or horizontal, all monocular, and all
huge. We didn’t know then whether the receptive field orienta-
tions matched the mask orientations for the corresponding eye,
because Helmut hadn’t brought his records along, but it turned
out later that they did match. Plasticity in this cat’s cortex ex-
tended beyond any selection of normal receptive fields, beyond
anything that anyone had suspected. The cat had reorganized its
cortex from visual experience alone.8 Years later, I wonder whether
my misaligned eyes had reorganized my cortex too.

After Stanford, I did a postdoctoral stint with O.J. Grüsser at
the Free University of Berlin, recording from single cells in the cat
visual system, then another postdoc at the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley School of Optometry. There I worked with Prof
Larry Stark on efference copy,9 a signal that tells the brain where
the eyes are pointing, taking advantage of the Hering law that the
two eyes share one control system. We kept coming across a book
that Ewald Hering had written in 1868, introducing his law
and giving evidence that coordination of the two eyes is inborn.
The expert optometry librarian found that the book had never
been translated from the original German. Larry suggested that I
translate it, so I did, and it was published a few years later.10

Binocular vision was becoming one of my professional specialties,
and much of the remainder of my career has concentrated on
spatial orientation by visionVhow the brain uses vision to orient
in space.

Another project cemented my interest in visual plasticity in
adults. Harking back to my adaptation experience in Douglas
Lawrence’s class at Stanford, we began at UC Santa Cruz to study
adaptation to prisms. Along with Robert Welch of NASA/Ames
Research Center and two bright students, we adapted our ob-
servers to vision through a pair of prisms that moved the whole
visual world sideways. Then, we adapted them to another strength
of prisms that moved the world by a different amount and alternated
until they could quickly coordinate their reaching behavior to
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one prism or the other. Our question was what our observers had
learnedVhad they adapted to these two prism settings and no
other, or had they changed their opinion about how fast to change
their reach? We tested this question by confronting our dual-
adapted observers with a third prism setting that they had never
experienced before.11 They adapted their reach to that one as
quickly as they did to the two they were familiar with. Our subjects
had adapted to adapt.

Back in the present, I was enjoying new stereo experiences every
day. But I still didn’t know whether the change was physiological
or just an increased attention to stereo cues that had always been
there, neglected but ready.

Another serendipitous event had already provided an answer.
During a sabbatical at Berkeley, I had worked with two bin-
ocular vision experts, Clifton Schor and Christopher Tyler, on
stereo blindness. In our first experiments, I was the pathology
case patient and they were the normal control subjects. We did
stereopsis tests more sophisticated than anything seen then or
now in optometrists’ offices, discovering reduced stereo abil-
ity in patients with strabismus, both exotropic and esotropic.
Even after cosmetic correction by surgery or vision training,
our patients’ stereo ability was impaired. We published a triple-
authored paper.12

My stereoacuity using the standard Wirt circles test used by
optometrists showed a threshold of 200 arcsec, about 10 times the
normal threshold, as shown in a study by Schor et al.12 (Table 1,
observer 2). Dynamic acuity was limited to low spatial and
temporal frequencies but was better than the static Wirt threshold.
And that was when I was concentrating on binocular vision, not
my habitual monocular gaze (T1 Table 1).

Six weeks after Hugo, at the end of March 2012, I visited Dr.
Scott Daly, my local Berkeley-trained optometrist, and measured
a Wirt stereoacuity of 80 arcsec. Although still not normal, I was
more than twice as sensitive to stereo as before. Exophoria had
been slowly declining before Hugo and had declined further in the
post test (Table 1). The pre-post comparison showed that adult
visual plasticity was real.

Curious about the nature of my stereo experience, I contacted
Schor and Tyler; both answered with references to the experiences
of Susan Barry, ‘‘Stereo Sue’’ in The Mind’s Eye by Oliver Sacks.
Also a strabismic and a neuroscientist, she had acquired stereo
vision through a year of training with an optometrist.13 Was it
possible that 2 hours of Hugo had accomplished the same thing in
me? I wrote an e-mail to Sacks; his secretary forwarded it to Stereo
Sue, who put me in touch with Barry Sandrew, who had worked
with Martin Scorsese on the 3D aspect of Hugo; Dr. Leonard Press,
a leader in the field of visual rehabilitation in adults; and several
others. Stereoscopic vision acquired in adulthood is becoming a
team effort.

DISCUSSION

In the past few years, it has become clear that the classical critical
period during which stereoscopic vision is acquired, in early
childhood,1 is not an absolute limit on acquisition of stereoscopic
vision. Rather, stereopsis can be improved in some adults,14,15

even those with amblyopia, through extensive training.
For the future, more tests are needed, as well as controlled

clinical studies with large samples of patients, to find out whether a
few hours of experience with exaggerated stereoscopic disparities
in a compelling and complex visual environment can reverse a
lifetime of stereo blindness. Am I a unique case, by chance just on
the cusp of acquiring stereo vision, or could this be a powerful new
clinical technique? Was I undergoing a gradual recovery before the
film experience, with my attention alerted by the film? Is fast adult
recovery restricted to alternating exotropes without anomalous
retinal correspondence?

An often overlooked issue is the mechanism of the change in
stereopsis. At the physiological level, synaptic connections to
remaining binocular neurons might be strengthened. At the
cognitive level, another possibility is that the 3D film created a
motivation to reweight cues to enhance perception of depth, using
existing capabilities more efficiently. We will also have to find out
which of the many stereo anomalies, eye posture difficulties,
and suppressions are amenable to this sort of intervention. These
include all possible combinations of esotropia versus exotropia,
amblyopia versus alternating without amblyopia, suppression
versus anomalous retinal correspondence, and anisometropia. Even
now, there is a need for more evidence for best practice in managing
intermittent exotropia.16

Investigations so far have shown that specific types of training
can improve stereopsis in some patients. There are drawbacks to
the current state-of-the-art stereopsis recovery techniques, how-
ever. First, they require a large investment of time on the part of
both the patient and the clinician. Ding and Levi17 applied per-
ceptual learning techniques to a small group of stereoblind or
stereo-deficient patients, finding substantial improvement in their
stereo thresholds measured with standard clinical techniques. The
treatment was laborious, however; patients were first aligned for
binocular correspondence on a four-mirror anomaloscope and
then given thousands of trials of practice with sine-wave gratings
in depth or other simple stimuli. Use of a trialized intervention is
a holdover from traditional methods of psychophysics. The number
of patients was too small, one or two of each type, to draw firm

TABLE 1.

Clinical findings

Year Exophoria, prism diopters Wirt stereoacuity, arcsec

1983 20 200

2009 12 V
2012 Hugo
2012 7 80

TABLE 2.

Contrasts between conventional perceptual learning para-
digms and cinema exposure

Perceptual learning Cinema exposure

Trialized Continuous
Response to each trial Passive observation
Simple stimuli Complex visual environment
Static Continuous motion
Single disparity per trial Many disparities simultaneously
Artificial stimuli Natural scenes
Similar geometry in each trial Continuously varying geometry
Fusion by adjustment Fusion by complex field
Monochrome Full color
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conclusions about which sources of stereo anomaly might be
particularly susceptible to perceptual-learning intervention. In a
more recent paper, Vedamurthy et al.18 trained their patients for at
least 10,800 trials over a period of at least 37.5 hours. Their task
was an active one but still in a simplified environment, a virtual
slanted surface. Even then, only three of four patients showed
improved stereopsis.

Use of such techniques has resulted in a breaking down of the
concept of a critical period in early childhood when visual mo-
dification is possible. Perceptual learning interventions similar to
those reviewed above have also resulted in adult improvements
in amblyopia.19AQ1

In contrast, the Hugo experience did not require alignment and
was not trialized. The real world, of course, is also not trialized, but
offers a continuous stream of richly varying 3D stimulation. It
may be that sustained attention to varying high-disparity stereo-
scopic challenges in an engaging immersive environment is more
effective than the existing clinical interventions13 requiring re-
peated brief trials with simple stimuli (T2 Table 2). It isn’t yet clear
which of the contrasts in Table 2 is most important for stereo
improvement. Might these differences be responsible for the ef-
fectiveness of cinema exposure in at least one patient? For some
patients, a 2-hour Hugo treatment promises to replace hundreds of
hours of laborious (and expensive) vision training. Little is lost by
trying the Hugo treatment before engaging in time-consuming
and laborious perceptual learning treatments.

Something is also lost with stereopsis. Previously, I had a vivid
perception of juxtaposition of objects, sometimes seeing amusing
illusions where one object seemed attached to another more dis-
tant one. Now, each object stands apart, no longer adjacent to
more distant objects. But I feel myself to be in the visual world
rather than at it.

Received November 19, 2013; accepted February 27, 2014.
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